
Verdeca; Folding roof with aluminium frame
Ultimate flexibility with a sleek design

Enjoy extra living pleasure in the garden through ultimate flexibility. Who would not want 
that? The Verdeca roof canvas is made of a sun-resistant and water-resistant fabric. Are 
you sitting under this veranda and want to enjoy the sun? Then, with one push on the 
button, raise the canvas (partially) so you can immediately enjoy maximum light and the 
beautiful weather. If you prefer to sit in the shade or seek protection against wind, rain or 
UV radiation, you can close the screen with the same ease. 

By adding glass sliding walls you can choose to extend your Verdeca veranda to a 
complete garden room. With the flexible Verdeca veranda, you can therefore enjoy 
optimum comfort at your terrace. 
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Verdeca

The Verdeca veranda has a white water-repellent canvas and a grey colored frame 
from aluminium. In addition, the special geometric design ensures that the interior 
construction offers maximum strength and wind resistance to the aluminium profile. 
The veranda looks sleek and offers perfect visibility because the stainless steel 
connection elements and screws are concealed invisibly. In addition, the rain gutter 
is equipped with an anti-draft system, which prevents the wind from entering between 
the canvas, the rails and the rain gutter. 
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Integrated LED lighting in 

the beams

We have integrated dimmable LED 
light lines in the canvas. This way you 
can easily switch between practical, 
bright and atmospheric low beam 
lighting.

Effortless drainage of water

 
Rain water dripping down from the front? 
Not with the Verdeca veranda! The smart IDS 
(Integrated Drainage System) ensures 
invisible drainage of rainwater through the 
uprights at the front. 

100% water-repellent

The foldable canvas is 100% 
waterproof. 

6-wheel system 

The innovative 6-wheel system carries the 
fabric up and down over the rail, silently, 
quickly and in a well-balanced way.

DETAILS

Aluminium colour  RAL7024 

Canvas colour  White

Control  The Verdeca canvas and LED lighting can be controlled with the supplied SOMFY  

   remote control.

Width (mm)  4000 / 5000 / 6000

Depth (mm)  3000 / 3500 / 4000

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Optional  Deponti sliding glass doors

Optional  Deponti key frame


